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theology, olfers us something to remember besides his famous demythologizing
program. For those who insist, with the
writers ol the New Testament. that the

historical reality ol the death, burial, and
resurrection ol Jesus is the basis ol the
Rule ol God, much ol Bultmann won't
wash, as Tom points out. But the man
was concerned with proclaiming Christ in
a language he thought his particular asso
ciates could comprehend. Since that's the
road we all should seek, let us not neglect
to pay our respects to a man who tried
brilliantly, il inadequately, to point the
way.
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A Response to
'The lnlal l¡bility of the B¡ ble
and H¡gher Grit¡cism'
By Bruce Wadzeck

The issue of the nature of biblical inspiration arose in
the nineteenth century in Germany and spread from there
throughout Europe. By the turn of this century, it had
become a major problem within American religious
thought. The result was the lundamentalist-modernist
controversy of the first halfof the century. From the
fundamentalist group grew the evangelical movement.
During the same period the neoorthodox movement
emerged lrom the modernist.
The articleby Harry R. Boer (Mission,June 1976)
speaks from a new movement from within the evangelical
ranks. Writing for Harold Linsell's recent book, The Battle
.f'or the Bible, HJ. Ockenga notes that the new movement:

diflered from modernism in its doctrines ol Scripture. It
differed from neoorthodoxy in its emphasis upon the
written Word as inerrant, over against the Word of God
which was above and different lrom the Scripture, but
was manilest in Scripture. It differed lrom

fundamentalism in its repudiation olseparatisni and its
determination to engage itself in the theological
dialogue of the day. It had a new emphasis upon the
application of the gospel to the sociological, political, and
economic areas ol life.
(The Battle./'or the Bible, Foreword.)

The difference between the evangelical and what Dr.
Lindsellcalls the neoevangelicals is well stated by Harry
Boer in his article. The neoevangelical vierv of scripture
Bruce Wadzeck is preaching minister./'or the Church
RadJbrd, Virginia,
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Christ in

"excludes lrom the understanding ol infallibility that the
Bible as a human literary product is a book in which
literary, historical, geographical, numerical, or other
disparities do not and can not exist" (p l8).
The question ol the nature of inspiration is not only an
issue in the religious world, but is a live issue in churches
of Christ as evidenced by Warren Lewis' articles in
Mission (January and July 1912, andseptember 197 4).
This issue needs to be met squarely and dealt with
honestly. Let us avoid the temptation to labeleither side
conlempÍLtously. Those who raise the question are often
quickly labeled as liberals, and the issues they raise are
ignored. On the other hand, those who hold to an inerrant
Scripture are often labeled unscholarly or dishonest. My
response to Boer is not intended to be comprehensive but
suggestive ol the problems involved as I see them.
Boer insists that his view of inspiratión "is not a new
understanding of this doctrine ol the inlallibility of
Scripture. For the believing community this view of
infallibility has always existed" (pp. l7-18). Upon
examining the evidence on this point, Boer's claim turns
out to be clearly false. Dr. Lindsell states, "lt is my
contention that, apart from a few exceptions, the church
through the ages has believed that the entire Bible is the
inerrant infallible Word of God" (The Battlefor the Bible,
pp.42-43). He marshals an overwhelming amount of
evidence from church history to prove his point. Still, the
lact that Boers' view of inspiration is a relatively new
insight, does not decide the question of its validity.
Let us examine one of the examples given by Boer that
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the Scriptures do not present a harmonious position:
That Jesus /e/i Jericho and was appealed toby two
blind men (Matt.20:29, 30) is not the same as his
leaving Jericho and being appealed toby one blind man
(Mark 10:46-49), or as his entering Jericho and being
appealed to by one blind man (Luke 8:35-39). That
Jesus is the compassionate Savior who responds to all
who callon him is the common and abiding teaching

l.

(p.17).
Boer's criticism on this point shows a failure to
distinguish between the nature of the Gospel narratives,
and modern newspaper accounts of contemporary events.
Contrary to some critical views of the origin of the
synoptic gospels, this type of rcnsion in the accounts proves
that the narratives were researched and written separately
and reverenced in such a way by the early church that
there was no attempt to edit it to create saperficial
harmony.

Matthew brieJ'ly gives the details, while Mark expands and
personalizes the sÍory (104 words in Mark, to 170 in
Matthew). As in the earlier demoniacal account, Mark
picks one of the two individuals involved. He also names
the blind man, Bartimaeus, as is done in both the account
of the synagogue ruler and that of the demoniac.

The fact that Luke doesn't mention the blind man at
the exit of Jesus from Jericho is not an unusual occurrence
from a comparative study of the synoptic material' That
Luke does mention Jesus healing a blind man upon
entering Jericho isnlt a problem either unless one is
assumed.

An objection might be made that it would be extremely
unlikely for the crowd around Jericho to make the mistake
of telling the blind men to be quiet at Jesus'exit (Matt'
20:31,32),if he had rebuked their similar attitude upon
entering the city concerning another blind man (Luke

l8:39,40). This

is merely an error in evaluating human

nature. Jesus entered Jerusalem with the triumphant
shouting of the crowd (Matt. 21:8-11). In a few days the
crowd again shouted, but this time a different tone, "Let

him be crucifìed" (Mav.27:22,23). All this goes

T"

gospels are intended to be

indispensable witnesses to the Christ event. If they agreed
upon a superJicial level, this could easily be considered
editorial work to achieve harmony. The fact that they do
clash on minute details shows their authentic individual
position. The humanity oJ'the scriptures is seen in each
author using his own vocabulary and style in the selection
and presentation of the material. For example: three
witnesses to an automobile accident can testify truthfully
in court to what they saw. The fact that their stories would

not coincide in a word-for-word manner would not suggest
untruth, but that some noticed or expressed different
details of the same event than the others. The three
synoptic writers reveal certain consistent peculiarities,
when examined closely, that often explain the superficial
disharmony.

Even though Mark is a little over half the length of
Matthew, in many parallel accounts Mark has a much
lengthier version of the incident. Mark also tends to
personalize the material, where Matthew is more general
in his narratives. In Matthew 8:28-34 we are told of Jesus'
encounter with two demoniacs. The same incident in

Mark is expanded andpersonalized (Mark 5:l-20).Here
one of the demoniacs is dealt with exclusively. Jesus asks
his name and the response is, "My name is Legion, for we
are many" (verse 9).
Again, in Matthew 9:19-26 Jesus heals the daughter of a
ruler of the synagogue. Mark 5:21-43 greatly expands and
personalizes this same narrative. The name of the
synagogue tuler, Jairus, is even mentioned in Mark's
account.

When we consider Boer's problem texts in Matthew and
Mark in this light, the solution is quite simple. As usual

4
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to

prove

the point that artificiol disharmony can be consÍructed
unless we geÍ beyond the superficial level of the narualives.
Now let us notice how Boer comes to the conclusion
that there rs an infallible message in the otherwise errant

biblical material.
When belief in the gospel opens one's eyes to the eternal
God speaking through the Scriptures, those very words
which to unbelievers are simply religious literature
(even sublime literature) are seen to be the infallible
word of the ever-lasting God. Such faith overleaps all
inadequacies of human expression, all literary, cultural,
numerical, geographical disparities, gaps,
inconsistencies. Faith embraces the word that speaks
with a certainty, the assurance, the infallibility of God's
covenant address to mankind (Mission, June 1976,

p.l7).
In other words, one believes the religious truths of the
Bible r¡ spite of the evidence, because one has chosen to
believe them. Boer refers to this as the work of the Holy
Spirit.

T,,

is an example

of Boer's Calvinistic

heritage. Calvin defended the integrity of the Bible
primarily upon the internal witness of the Holy Spirit in
the believer (lnstitutes,l, pp. 8 5-104). Boer is evidently
calling for a return to this type apologetic exclusively'This
is one monumentalproblem with his case for iniallibility
in the message of Scripture. At every point that one can

objectively check the reliability of the Bible (internal
literary consistency, historical accuracy, geographic
references, numerical notes, etc.), Boer has stated that the
Scripture can and does err. Yet on religious truths which
OCTOBER,
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are impossible to objectively check (the nature of God, the
purpose of Christ's death, etc.), Boer accepts by blind
faith, because of his subjective experience of the Holy

Spirit.
This means that the whole question of the truthfulness
is completely removed from
corporate, objective, and rational discussion, and becomes
a personal, subjective, and emotional decision. Once one
has left the objectiveness of the Christian faith, one
cannot rationally defend a n y biblical belief. Dr. Lindsell
states the problem:

of the Bible's message

It

is my opinion that it is next to impossible to stop the
process of theological deterioration once inerrancy is
abandoned. I have said that it is the theological
watershed just as the Continental divide is the
watershed for the United States and Canada. The water
that flows on one side ends up in the Atlantic Ocean.

The water that flows on the other side of the divide
ends up in the Pacific Ocean. But once the water starts
down one side or the other, it continues until it reaches
its oceanic destination. Errancy and inerrancy consitute
the two principles, and which one a person chooses
determines where one will end up (The Battle for the
Bible, p.142).

indsell documents his opinion well with
examples of religious groups and individuals who have
experienced theological deterioration after giving up
inerrancy (i b i d., pp. 7 2-l 60).
One group that is not a subject of examination in
Lindsell's book is the left wing of the Restoration
Movement, the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ).
Although the Restoration Movement was officially united
until the division of 1906, it suffered an irreparable wound
duiing the Civil War. The sociological tensions in the
aftermath of the Civil War were not the only underlying
reasons for an ultimate parting of the ways in the
Restoration Movement. Statistics from Yale Divinity
School about I 900 reveal that there were more students
from the Christian Church seeking theological degrees
than any other religious group. This becomes of interest
when we note that Yale was a "citadel of theological
liberalism" in those days. Yale and Chicago Divinity
schools were major training centers for past and
contemporary Disciple leadership. These schools were
leaders in bringing about widespread scholarly acceptance
of German critical thought in America. One of the major
assumptions of this school of thought was an errant
Scripture. The fruit of such a theological conclusion lead to
the offìcial repudiation of the restoration principle by the
Disciples (see W.B. Blakemore, ed., The Renewal oJ'the
Church ). Thomas Olbricht has a thoughtful critique of
these Disciple disclaimers:
OCTOBER, ì 97ó

The Bible still has its place in the church, of course, but
its role is ambiguous. The focus is to be on Jesus Christ,
and all the panelists willingly accept the restoration
slogan "No creed but Christ." But even the Christ in
Disciple theology tells us little about what Christianity is
to be, for Christ is an amorphous one, who seemingly
can be painted, as artists always have painted him,
according to the styles of the time in which they live.
Jesus Christ thus becomes the figure who baptizes the
theology of the age rather than calling it into judgment
('An Analysis of the Repudiation of Restoration,"
Restoration Quarterly, 8:4, I 965, p. 263 ) .

Another split in the Christian Church was finalized in
1968, when the General Conference of the Disciples
voted a restructure plan. Over half the membership of the
Christiarl Church has chosen to remain outside the
restructure movement. The real issue appears to be the
results of different views of the Scriptures, along with the
typical sociological problems.
Churches of Christ were generally oblivious to the
modernist-fundamentalist controversy of the fìrst half of
this century. Today we are in the middle of the same basic
issue as it surfaces again. The Disciples stand as a good
example of what Churches of Christ would become if we
accept the position expounded by Harry R. Boer on biblical
inspiration. I, for one, hope we can learn a lesson from the
Restoration past, and refuse the intoxicating drink at the
well of biblical errancy.
Most individuals raised in Churches of Christ will find
that they have to be converted to a less rational form of
faith to buy the Boer product. The only way one can keep
his faith intact is on a subjective experimental basis, if he
rejects an inerrant Scripture. There are several extant
examples of these "Campbellites turned charismatic."
Those whotannot make such a fundamental change will
probably deteriorate spiritually, and certainly not pass their
"faith" (? ) on to others. The real question is, if the biblical
writers can't get their facts together in a consistent and
truthful way concerning secondary matters, why should
we expect them to be correct on their theological message?

s the

church takes its stand in Jesus

Christ during the latter part of the twentieth century, let
us not forget: "We are not contending against flesh and
blood, but against principalities, against the powers, against
the world rulers of this present darkness, against spiritual
hosts of wickedness in heavenly places" (Eph. 6 I 2). Our
only offensive weapon is the written word of God in this
spiritual warfare (Eph. 6:17). 11 the enemy convinces us to
take the Sword of the Spirit and bend it into a question
mark, we cannot stand against such formidable foes. No
amount of subjective inner confidence will change the
objective effects of such a spiritual decision.
:

D
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Editor's lVofe--{Jnable to give equal space to all the Presidential hopefuls, Missior
here singles out for opposing commentaries the candidate who has allowed the mos

If You Liked f{ixon
By Al Stotts

You'll Love Carter

A Jimmy Carter campaign book and slogan asks,
"Why Not the Best?"
That's a good question. Why not the best?
The answer seems to be that neither of the major
political parties nominated the best.
What the two parties did give us this year was a
man who pardoned Richard Nixon and a man who
seems wholly capable of duplicating the arrogance
and power hunger of Mr. Nixon.
Further, the two maior parties Save us candidates
who, at this writing, have generated only shallow
enthusiasm among members of their own parties and
the electorate in general.
It is ironic that the nation's bicentennial Presiden-

tial election

shou

ld be characterized by

such

mediocrrty and apathy.
A nation-wide survey by the "Committee for the

Study of the American Electorate" in cooperation
with the University of Denver found that the next
President will almost certainly take office with the
knowledge that over 70 percent of his fellow citizens
of voting age did not vote for him.
The survèy indicates that as many as ten million
voters have dropped out in the last eight years, creating the possibility that for the first time in fifty years, a
majority of eligible voters will not go to the polls in a
Presidential election.
Asked which political figures in their lifetimes they
most trusted, the people surveyed in the Denver
University pollgave John Kennedy an overall 50 percent rating. Franklin Roosevelt ranked second with
20 percent. Jimmy Carter and Cerald Ford each had
only 1 per cent.
But perhaps Jimmy Carter remains even more an
unknown quantity than Cerald Ford, whom we have
been able to observe in office for the last two years.
Carter reigns over a "unified" Democratic party.
Experts assume he will sweep the South. But postGOP convention polls show his early nationwide
lead over President Ford has narrowed considerably
Morris Udall, the Arizona congressman who
valiantly but unsuccessfully pursued Carter through
Al

Stotts is a reporter specializing ¡n polir¡cal news.fot Radio Strt-

tion KOB in Albuquerque.

6
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the entire primary process, has pointed out that
Carter "must pay a price" to have Frank Church and
Frank Rizzo and George Wallace and Ceorge
McCovern and Bella Abzug and Dolph Brlscoe in a
happy tent.
"And the price you pay is a lack of commitment, a
lack of enthusiasm," Udall says.

But clearly, the peanut executive from Georgia
maintains an excellent chance of becoming the next
President of the United States.
So even at this late date, one must ask the question, "Who is Jimmy Carter?"
A variety of answers have been offered.
"Carter is our N ixon," George McCovern said prior
to the lowa Democratic delegate caucuses.
"He's just a warmed over McGovern," George
Wallace explained during the primaries.
"l'm a nuclear physicist, a peanut farmer and a
small businessmarì," Carter continues to tell aud

iences.

He also describes himself as a "born again" Christian, a claim that gives him a "hidden religious power

base," according
N

to Catholic theologian

Michael

ovak.

"Overwhelming numbers of Protestants in the
United States," Novak says, "are evangelicals, fresh
from an experience in conversions, who speak easily

of 'fellowship,"tenderness,"conversions' and
'love.' "
Prior to his political iourneys into Massachusetts
and Pennsylvania during the primaries, Carter had
visited those two states a few years earlier on "missionary trips."
He says he helped in "twenty-five to thirty conversions" on the first mission and "maybe forty-five" on
the other. Carter told Howard Norton, author of fhe
Miracle of Jimmy Carter, that "l soon realized . . . it

wasn't me or my brilliance or my fervor that made
the difference in the conversions. lt was something
else-and that was the presence of the Holy Spirit."
But this "spirit filled" man has also been characterized as a cold, calculäting politician by former
Atlanta Constitution editor Reg Murphey and othgrs.
Former Carter speechwriter Robert Shrum, who

(Continued on P. 8)
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lo be made of the issue of Christian commitment. The commentators also address the
rroblem of voter apathy.

On Loving Carter:
Thg Center Takes Hold ru
Things Íall apart; the centre cannot hold;

"passionate intensity" is more often found at the political extremes, while the moderate operatives of
coalition and compromise "lack all conviction."
Basically, the left in America has perceived its
energy to come from the pursuit of justice, while the
right has understood its legitimacy to be based on
the defense of authority. With Jimmy Carter,
however, we have seen the rise of a new metaphysic
for the center, and it has been an intriguing and un-

Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world
fhe best Iack all conviction, while the worst
Are full of passionate lntensity.
William Butler Yeats
fhe Second Coming

Many Americans feel today that never again can
they trust their elected officials. These are the permanent victims of Vietnam and Watergate. They have
lost their ability to distinguish between leaders they

can trust and those they cannot. They have succumbed to a reflex judgment that all leaders are liars
and crooks. The American people are the losers; the
winners are the liars and crooks who benefit from
our lack of discrimination.
It is this situation of which Al Stotts speaks: a situation where cynicism has usurped the place of love as
catalyst to power and justice. I question the extent of
this cynicism about the forthcoming election. And
certainly reject the depiction of Jimmy Carter's
politics as a replay of Nixon.
As a political drama and as a piece of strategic
brilliance, the Jimmy Carter phenomenon has
received saturation coverage. All too few attempts
have been made, however, to think about the
ideological significance of the Carter movement.
I

Consequently the conventional viewpoints of American liberals and conservatives have failed not only
to stop but even to understand what has happened.
Serious observers do not judge a candidate's private life by the campaign rhetoric of his opponents.
Dozens of writers have spent hours in private with
Jimmy Carter and his family. A rather consistent picture has emerged of a centrist candidate whose
stands on domestic and foreign issues can be traced
to a basic philosophy.
The political center is usually viewed as a wasteland for activists and theorists alike. Yeats is right that
Harold Straughn is a leader in the Carter campaign in Texas'
24th Senatorial District and was a delegate to the 1976
Democratic National Conventiott. A TV anrt /iltn n,ritar in
Abilene, Texas, Straughn has done graduate work in tlieology at
Harvard Divinity School and the University o.l Tubingen, Germany.
OCTOBER,
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settling metaphysic indeed. For the center claims
now to present a politics based on love.
ln 1960, PaulTillich wrote an essay on politics that
he called Love, Power, and Justice. lt is an ontological study of these three basic forces in political life.
Tillich is one of the few thinkers to take love
seriously as a political reality. He describes what happens in a society where power and justice exist without love: justice, defined as zeal for reform, becomes
polarized against power, defi ned as technological
and military growth.
He also describes what happens when power and
justice are affected by love.
One expression of love is the act of binding
together. A politic of love would, first of all, bind
together the politics of power and justice, of right
and left; helping each force to see its mutual dependence upon the other; wiping out much of the sense
of polarity, suspicion, mutual exclusiveness.
Another expression of love is the movement
toward openness and vulnerability. ln political
terms, it is a move away from secrecy and away from
the inability to trust the people. Sunshine laws that
open the political process to public scrutiny are a
clear effect of love, power, and justice working
together.

The politics of love also expresses itself in responsiveness and sensitivity. Sunset laws and zero-based
budgeting are political expressions of responsiveness, seeking to assure that commitments back and

forth between the government and the people can
be nurtured and improved, not enacted once and for
all without change or review, but viewed as part of a
p

rocess.

The politics of love expresses itself in the capacity
(Continued on p. 9)
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(If

You Lihed

Níxon<ontinucd from p. 6)

quit his post with the Carter organization the day
after the candidate's stunning primary win in Pennsylvania, said he left because of contradictions in
Carter's public and private stands'

ln a tän-page background report which Shrum
submitted along with his letter of resignation, he
cited some examPles:
has said repeatedly in public that he in-Carter
tends to cut the defense budget, but Shrum says
Carter told former Undersecretary of Defense Paul
Nitze in private that a major rise in defense spending
might be necessarY.
has publicly advocated as part of a tax
-Carter
package that loopholes be closed which allow many
Ameriians to deduct mortgage payments from their

Congressman Andrew Young, an early Carter supporter, who described his candidate as "basically an

engineer

with no deep philosophical commit-

ments."

During the final days of the hotly contested
Michigan primary, Carter backer Coleman Young,
the mayor of Detroit, blasted Udall before a group of
black ministers as "a man from Arizona whose
church won't even let you in the back door."
Udall was born a Mormon but separated with his
church over a decade ago because of its policy denying blacks entry into the priesthood. He demanded
an immediate retraction of the statement by Young,
and asked Carter to disavow the Detroit mayor's

This 'SpÍrít Íílled' man has also been charscterízed
as a cold, calculatíng polítícían.
taxes. Shrum says
such a position.

in private Carter denied

taking

Carter has advocated using highway
Shrum says, but backed away
from the position in Private.
Others have examined apparent contradictions
and shifts of position by the candidate. St. louls PostDispatch reporter Thomas Qttenad, in an article for
The Progressive, documented Carter's shifts on the
abortion issue.
Ottenad says that in lowa Carter wooed Catholic
votes by calling for a restrictive "national statute"
against abortions. Later Carter said rather than a
statute, he proposed what Ottenad calls "meaningless legislation that would only seek to minimize the
need for abortions through such means as 'better
family planning, adoption procedures and contraception for those who desire it.' "

-Publicly
for mass transit,
funds

Carter's call for a "national statute" had misled
some lowans into thinking he advocated a constitutional amendment against abortions. Catholics and
right to life groups still have not accepted the candi-

date's announced private opposition to abortion
while running on a platform with a pro abortion
plan k.

There are other disturbing aspects about Carter the

private man and Carter the public man. During the
primaries, Morris Udall expressed his concern about
the quality of "the inner man." Udall often mused
over what he said was Carter's lack of grace even in
victory. ln a fund raising letter to supporters prior to
the Mrchigan primary, Udall quoted Ceorgia

E80

charges. Carter was silent, but Young responded by

calling Udall a "crybaby" and a "whiner."
The charges by Young were obviously outrageous,
but Carter maintained his silence, apparently hoping
that Young's statements would hurt Udall among
black voters.
It wasn't until August, almost a month after Carter
won the nomination, that Young apologized to
Udall, saying, "l allowed my anger to spill over to an
attack on you and your candidacy." Udall graciously
replied to Young in a letter, "You are a good and big
and magnanimous man and your letter makes me
very happy."
Carter never said anything about the incident
jimmy Carter was not at the forefront of those who
understood the immorality of the Vietnam war and
the Watergate scandals.
ln 1972 he offered a resolution at a meeting of
Democratic governors against making the war in
Vietnam a campaign issue in the Presidential race.
ln April, 1973, Covernor Carter, at another meeting
of Democratic governors, offered a resolution pledging his party not to make partisan use of the Watergate issue if Nixon kept his pledge to get to the bottom of the scandals.
ln late August this year, however, Carter appeared
to have t"à" " very courageous move during a
speech in Seattle before the American Legion's national convention.
He was greeted with boos and shouts of "No, no,
no," from Legionnaires as he affirmed his intention to
grant a blanket pardon to Vietnam war draft evaders.
At a press conference prior to the speech, Carter
(Contintted on p. 22)
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(On Louing Cart¿v-¿snfirutcd from p. 7)
to care, to become personally involved. The enemy
of compassion is not power or justice; it is cynicism
and the inability to care deeply. A large segment of
the politically inactive public is hearing its name this
year, is recognizing that its needs are being identified, and at a level deeper than the politrcs of power

bers of his staff have been the most important influences in overcoming my initial skepticism.
Beyond that, what I know is what I read in the papers
and see on TV. Each week I read forty to fifty columnists and watch maybe twenty TV reporters. Only

one or two have been consistently suspicious of

alone or justice alone can reach. That public
response will be reflected, among other ways, in in-

Carter's vision for America, his religious convictions,
or his private character.

creased voluntary service in politics and in new voting patterns.
Further, the politics of love has its pragmatic side.
It can make things work that cannot be achieved by
power alone or justice alone. The right can stimulate
respect before an array of might. The left can stimulate outrage at injustice. The right tends to define activism as moralizing about politics, while the left
tends to become involved by politicizing moral
issues. The center has the capacity to hold the two
forces together and to create a whole greater than

None of the correspondents would accept the
"lf You Liked Nixon, You'll Love Carter"which was coined by columnist William Safire, a
former Nixon speech writer in a category by himself.

the parts.
The center, then, is more than a middle of the
road, more than compromise, consensus, coalition.
The center is dynamic, an expanding universe, radiat-

ing outward from an inner core, ultimately encompassing everything. lt is Whiteheadian process, not
Hegelian dialectic. The center is pluralistic at the
core, like an atom, containing negative and positive
charges, and, depending on how you look at it, is
eith.er matter or energy, either time or space.
From the political center, re.ality seems to be

slogan,

One effect of Carter's election campaign, I predict,

will be an upturn in the number of voters this year.
Over the last twenty-five years, voting trends have
been up and down, not just down. Under
Eisenhower the turnout decreased. But it increased
with Kennedy's victory, and hit a peak with Johnson
in 1974. Under Nixon the turnout decreased again,
and it is conventional wisdom that Republicans win
when voters stay at home.
The picture of voter alienation needs to be
modified in another way. We've made great strides in
opening the vote to millions of the young, the poor,
and the minority voters. Earlier they didn't even
show up in the statistics, which made voting habits
look better than they really were. Today, things look
worse than they really are, because it takes a little
time to move voters from the eligible status to the
registered list to frequenters of the polls to active

None oÍ the correspondents would accept the slogan
'IÍ Wu líked Nixon Wu'll loue Carter,' whích was coined
by a tormer speech wríter ín a category by hímse|l.
out in all directions at once. Both left and
right are correct when they get the impression that
the center is moving toward them; however, left and
right would be mistaken if they think the center is
moving toward them alone.
Love comes into politics not only as hope but also
as risk. There is the risk that we have lost the ability to
trust or to care. There is the risk that we will fail to
transcend the use of love as a cover for sentimentality, nostalgia, idealism,for zeal without knowledge
and form without substance.
All any of us have to go on to evaluate these lssues
is our personal philosophies, our understanding of
the current scene, and our subjective impressions. Al
Stotts has his and I have mine. Mine led me to
become an early and active supporter of Jirnmy
Carter, and I continue to work for him.
My personal contacts with Jimmy Carter and memradiati.ng
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workers for change. ln the present election,
unprecedented action is underway at each of these
stages.

To stay at home on election day, unless a person
has developed a philosophical basis for non-participation, is selÊdefeating. The interest groups will certainly be at the polls. Their votes are worth more if

they are undiluted by the votes of other people.
On November 2, the choice seems narrow-Carter
or Ford (or one of the other ninety candidates).
There is more to it than that-and here Al Stotts
touches something important.
Voting is power. Once relinquished, that power is
difficult to retrieve. To vote for somebody is to express a faith, however battered ànd bruised by the
evidence, that the rnany can make a better choice
than the few. That's how narrow the choice really rs.
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SCHOLAR AND PROCLAIMER, RUDOLF KARL
BULTMANN (I BB4-re79)
by Thomas H. Olbricht
The briet story, photocopied lrom The Boston Globe,
said that Rudolf Bultmann died quietly on July 30. It was

posted

in Andover Library, Harvard Divinity

School,

years Bultmann was mentioned whenever the dialectical
theology movement, often called neoorthodoxy, was discussed. Other names, at lirst ol greater importance, were

where I was completing some photocopying belore moving back to Abilene.
Later that afternoon I met with Flelmut Koester, pro
fessor of New Testament at Harvard, who wrote his dissertation under Bultmann at Marburg. To get his reaction

Karl Barth, Emil Brunner, Reinhold Niebuhr, and Paul
Tillich, all ol whom are now dead. A little more than ten
years ago, Bultmann, along with John A.T. Robinson ol
Honest to God fiame, received lengthy attention in Time

said, "So Professor

But inlormation about Bultmann's death has been
diffìcult to come upon. For example, there was only a
short notice in Time, which once again mentioned
Bultmann's demythologizing fame. This negligence

as we walked from his office,

I

Bultmann is dead!"
He looked up. "Oh, I hadn't heard' When did it happen? " I told him about the announcement and we stopped
to look at it. He read it carefully, paused for a time, then
said, "That's all they ever mention-his demythologizing."

With the death of Bultmann, a theological era already
receding dimmed on the rear horizon. For the past fifty

and Newswe¿k and almost weekly mention'

reflects not so much the decline of Bultmann's influence
in academic circles, as it does the demise of popular
interest in the intellectual mode of theologizing. The youth
rebellion and the Jesus and charismatic movements of the
early '70s clenigrated the traditional and the intellectual.
Some university theologians were carried along on the
waves from this sea-change. Others anxicusly paced the
olcl shores, securing their boats lest they be swept out by

the tide.
But in 1960. and for the next decade, English speaking
peoples, especially Americans, were inundated with the

Í

writings of Bultmann as well as critiques of his theology,
both pro and con. My fìrst direct contact with his writing
had been in 1958, when I took up Jesus and the Word, not
at anyone's suggestion or for any special reason, but, like
climbing the proverbial mountain, because it was there.
The book was fìrst printed in German in 1926 and in
English translation in 1934, but was not widely used in
America. In most discussions of contemporary theology
Bultmann was mentioned, but we spent most of our time
discussing the theologies ol Barth, Niebuhr, and Tillich. At
the time, I, as well as most non-philosophers, knew little in
depth about the existential philosophy of Martin Heidegger, which to some extent underpins Bultmann's theology'
But ìn the '60s, many of us started reading Heidegger' as
well as Jaspers, Kierkegaard, and others.

IU

vocabulary on the surface echoed my Restoration ter-
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My first reaction to tsultmann was amazement, I'or the
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Bultmann: End of an Era
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rpccntlt¡ rcsttmed his oosl on the Bible
(Jniversi!.)', a.f ter o.vear's sabbatical'
.f'aculty at Abilene Christian
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minology learned in the'30's: repentence, the kingclom of
God, the authority of Scripture, obedience, and sin and
forgiveness. Though I had some difficulty fielcling the
presuppositions, I lelt right at home with the language.
Bultmann seemed a much better prospect as a bedfellow
than either Barth or Tillich. But I was especially puzzled
that a man so academically orientecl could talk so much
about obedience. The very suggestion of obeclience was
passé in the academic circles at Northern Illinois and the
University of Iowa where I had spent some fìve years.

f

n ,ur", years, after in-depth reading in
I became aware that my
earliest impressions were superficial if not misinformed. I
existentialism and Bultmann,

concluded with Alan Richardson, professor at Nottingham
in England (An Introduction to the Theotogy of the New
Testament, p. l4) that Bultmann's theology of the New

Testament is heretical in certain of its presuppositions.
Nevertheless, these presuppositions aside, I came upon
numerous penetrating insights into early Christianity
through reading Bultmann's works.
This is not the time nor the place to attempt an explication of Bultmann's thought.* Rather, something needs to
be said about Bultmann as he confronted the tasks of New
Testament scholar, theologian, and proclaimer.

SCHOTAR AND PROCIAIMER
Rudolf Bultmann was born August 20, 1884, in
Wiefelstede in northern Germany near the North Sea. His
"Autobiographical Reflections" (Kegley, ed., pp. xix-xxv,
and Existence and Faith, pp. 283-288) indicate what for
him were the important thrusts of his early years. He takes
pride in mentioning that while he was of peasant German
stock, his father was an Evangelical-Lutheran pastor, and
his grandfather a missionary in Freetown, Sierra Leone,
West Africa. His maternal grandfather was likewise a pastor in Baden. Impliecl in these notices is the conviction that

a

commitment

to

Christianity

is a commitment

to

proclamation Clearly, throughout his life Bultmann struggled with ways of meaningfully proclaiming the Christian

*

ellorts of this sort are available, for example Morris
in the Makers ol the Modern
Theological Mind series (Waco, Texas: Word publishine, l9l2):
and Charles Kegley, ed., The Theoloev ol' Rudot-f Bultmann
(New York: Harper and Row, 1966).
Several

Ashcralt, Rudoll' Bultmann
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faith to those within the intellectual circles of Germany.
In 1903 Bultmann commenced the study of theology at
Tübingen with the likely prospect of becoming a German
pastor. After three semesters at Tübingen he spent two
semesters each at the universities of Berlin and Marburg.
The movement from one university to another in graduate study in America has been the exception rather than
the rule. But in Germany students for generations have
traveled from place to place seeking out professors considered tops in their fìelds. Among the professors whom
Bultmann singles out for special mention are Hermann
Gunkel and Adolf Harnack at Berlin, and Johannes Weiss
and Wilhelm Herrmann at Marburg. The claims of these
professors on the thought of Bultmann are obvious.
Hermann Gunkel, who after teaching at Berlin was also
a professor at Giessen and Halle, is commonly considered
the father of form criticism, He examined the Old Testament, especially Genesis and Psalms, to determine what
could be learned by scrutinizing the oral and literary forms
found therein. He considered stories in Genesis in respect
to the rules of sagas, fables, and legends. Later, Bultmann
was one of the fìrst to employ the same methodology in
studying the Jesus stories in the Synoptics (see his History
of the Synoptic Tradit¡on. 2nd ed., Eng. trans., l96g).
Adolf Harnack was professor of church history and particularly a specialist in the church fathers (patristics). He
has sometimes been considered the most impressive
leader in old-line liberalism, and emphasized the ethical
teaching of Jesus as the key to understanding him.

Bultmarúr learned much from Harnack, but disagreed
with his view on Jesus, using his position as a foil from
which to urge that eschatology (the "end things") is more
central than ethics to an understanding of Jesus.

schatology, which has been used to
refer to the judgment or the coming ol Jesus, or to the end
of the present order, either for society or individuals, was
also emphasized by Johannes Weiss, who taught at Marburg and Heidelberg. This emphasis was likewise taken up
by Bultmann, but viewed lrom an existential perspective.
Wilhelm Hermann spent his career at Marburg and was
acclaimed for his view that Christianity is a matter of laith
relationship with God through Jesus, and not a matter of
doctrine. The centrality of faith also became important in
the thought of Bultmann.
Weiss encouraged Bultmann to prepare for the doctor
ate so he could become a lecturer in New Testament. In
a1

lt

l9l0

Bultmann published his dissertation, titled "The

Style of Pauline Preaching and the Cynic-stoic Diatribe."
Bultmann's career then followed the usual path for German academics. He was an instructor at Marburg from
1912-1916, which meant that he was without guaranteed
salary, his income being fees collected from students. His
first position was at Breslau in 1916 as an assistant professor, whereupon some university money became available.
In 1920, at the age of thirty-six, Bultmann was called to
Giessen as a full professor. (The competition for professional positions was always fierce-there were around
twenty universities and usually only one or two professors
in New Testament were employed at each school.)
Therefore, while it is true that Bultmann's theology is
communicative, it must be understood thæ he had in his
sights not the farmer on a country pew, but the professor
and student. The sermons of Bultmann are, for the most
part, sermons to the university. (Examples may be found
in This World and the Beyond, Marburg Sermons, 1960')
In 1921 Bultmann was called to a professorship at Mar-

burg and remained there into retirement. The university
was established in I 527 ,bu| it was generally of small importance until Bultmann and Heidegger gave it considerable prestige in this century'

BU LTMAN N'S EXISTENTIATISM
Biblical and theological studies have never been isolated
the
American scene for the past fìfty years' This is especially
true of Marburg in the'20s. Those were exciting and demanding years. The new intellectual currents in Germany
revolved about existentialism and phenomenology. At the
heart ol these concerns were the freedom, cares, and
anguish of the individual in his inner existence. The man
who sparked these developments was the Dane, Soren
Kierkegaard, who died in I 85 5. Kierkegaard was little read
outside of Denmark in his own time, but became popular
among German intellectuals about the time of World War
I. His thought influenced both philosophy and theology.
He influenced Martin Heidegger and Karl Jaspers who

in the German university in the way they have in

were philosophers, and the young Karl Barth

and,

especially, Bultmann, as theologians.

From 1922, Martin Heidegger (1889-197)) taught
philosophy at Marburg. He and Bultmann carried on a significant exchange which excited considerable interest in
the university and elsewhere. Bultmann was a New Testament prolessor, but evinced a strong interest in philosophy
and theology, continually seeking New Testament exposi-

language and thought molds of current
philosophy and thought. He engaged in dialogue with

tion in the
l2

84

philosophers and theologians throughout his long career. It
was understandable, then, that he explained the New
Testament with the presuppositions of existential philoso
phy as a backdrop. The result was that Bultmann achieved
a status rarely attained by New Testament scholars. He

became widely read by theologians, and in the 1940s
was a prestigious member of the circle of theologians

in Germany.
But this background also helps explain why Bultmann's

acclaim as a theologian in America was almost two
decades later, though he had been known among New

Testament scholars here since the '20s. His recognition as

a theologian awaited the time when existentialism had
made inroads into American theology, and then into
American philosophy by the late '50s.
Existentialism locused on man as an individual in his
inwardness, rather than on the physical universe or man as
biological being. Man, it was claimed, was of a different

order from nature. The physical universe is bound by
natural laws and cause and effect. It is what it is and on its
own can become nothing other' Man, in contrast, stands
open to a future and he becomes what he is through his
decisions and actions. Man is free to become whatever he

affirms. By his decisions and affirmations he creates

a

historic path through time.

-r
I

he existential understanding of man is
clear in Bultmann, but, unlike Heidegger, Bultmann also
speaks of God. In the chasm between man and nature,
God is situatecl on the same side as man. God is not lG
cated in the same sphere with man, but he confronts man
in a manner in which he does not confront nature. God
transcends nature, but "God is not beyond the world in a

spatial sense, but beyond the world within which I find
myselfl' (Kegley, ed., The Theology of RudoU' Bultmann, p.
2s9).
For Heidegger, man becomes true self (exists authentically) when he takes up his task of declaring his own
future; when he recognizes that he is not a thing among
things. The achievement of self authentication is hence a
boot strap event.
For Bultmann, in contrast, self authentication is a faith
event. Jesus, who achieved this new state by God-confrontation and through faith, shows the pathway. Faith transfers one from the old state of inauthenticity into the new
state of meaningfulness and freedom. Btlltmann is able to
express this new existence in faith in biblical language:
OCTOBER,
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It is from this sin that the grace of God lrees the man
who opens himself to it in radical self-surrender, i.e., in
faith. Because man thereby no longer belongs to himself
(1 Cor.6:19), he is free from care, free from anxiety
about death, free from legal prescriptions and human
conventions and standards of value. In short, he is free
from himself as he actually is as he comes out of his
past;he is a new creation in Christ (2 Cor.5:17). As a
man of faith, he has passed from death to life (John
5:24). But-and this is the paradox-his freedom

is

never a static quality; it never loses the character of a
gift that never becomes a secure possession, but must
rather constantly be laid hold of anew as a gift. But in
what does this constantly new apprehension consist? In
nothing other than the constantly renewed attitude of
faith, i.e., in that openness for what God demands and
sends that can never be taken for granted, but must always be realized anew (ðxrslence and Faith, p.255).

The moment of faith is the eschatological moment. It is
the moment in which the old age ends for the individual
and the new begins.

WHAT ABOUT DEMYTHOTOGIZING

?

It is at this point that we may be permitted to speak of
Bultmann's famous demythologizing. In the New Testament, according to Bultmann, it is declared that Jesus
came lrom outside this world, that he is the divine son of
God, and that God raised him from the dead, and now he
lives with God.

eschaton is not a breaking in ol God in the future. The
truth on these matters lies behind the divine myths.
Further, Jesus is not God. He is the one who shows the
path that leads to faith in God. The resurrection is not
bodily. It is the moment when the individual comes to
faith and enters into a new existence. The eschaton is the
moment in which the individual turns his back on the old
and through faith enters the new. All these events are of
this world, not from a supra-world.

RETTECTIONS

At this point we can admire many of the struggles and
affirmations of Rudolf Bultmann. Foremost, he lived admirably in proclaiming the Christian message regardless of
the circumstances.

I

cannot quarrel with the fact that

Bultmann saw the need to express Christianity accoiding
to the vocabulary and constructs of the existentialists, for
those were the persons by whom he was surrounded. If
one objects to someone expressing his message in the
language of his audience, then he would have to castigate a
preacher in Throckmorton, Texas, who puts the message
in the vocabulary and conceptions of Texas ranchers. One
can only regret that such existentialist preaching carried
the day in Germany and said little or nothing to the plant
workers or the farmers.

B",l

Bultmann claims these are not affirmations of Jesus
himself, but the declarations of later followers and New
Testament writers. These beliefs cannot be the way it is,
for God does not enter into the world of man. The physical world operates according to the laws of nature, and
these beliefs point to the supra-natural. Since these statements about Jesus cannot be factually true, they
are mythological. The early Christians who made these

retain my quarrelwith Bultmann. I
stake my existence on the claim that God's entry into this
world is not myth, but reality. I believe that this fact is the
New Testament faith. For that reason must view
Bultmann's presuppositions as heretical. The message of
the New Testament is not what it means now, but what it
meant then. There is a role for New Testament studies and
a role for theological studies. But the two must be kept

claims were influenced by mythological elements in Jewish

separate and this Bultmann does not do.
The task of New Testament studies is to determine the
thought of the New Testament on its own presuppositions.
The task of theology is to take the biblical theology and
couch it in the vocabulary and thought forms of a later age
so that the message is communicated. Both tasks are indispensable, but they must be kept separate, because only
in that way does man live under the word of God so as to

apocalyptic (e.g.Daniel) and

in the

Greek

mystery religions.
The truth of the Jesus event, for Bultmann, is that by
faith man can live a new life here and now. Faith, he held,
has nothing to do with claims about the deity of Jesus.

Therefore

to arrive at the real Christian

message

(kerygma) one must lay aside the supra-natural elements,
that is, the account must be demythologized.

I

be judged by it.

After the demythologizing task, what remains says

My basic problem with the theology of Rudolf

much the same as existentialism, according to Bultmann.
For Bultmann, Jesus is not "God with us," lor that woulcl
imply God in this world. Jesus was not raised from bodily

Bultmann is precisely that lor him it is this age which
judges the Christian message, rather than the Christian

death

for that would
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necessitate

message which judges this age.

!

an act of God. The
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by Don Lindstrom
So you think you're an agnostic? Everybody does these days, and this
recent surge in pop-skepticism has caused the true agnostics a great deal
of grief. Even the term "agnostic" has become vague and watered dOwn.
Soon this will no longer be a problem. A team of psychologists has
devised a test that measures objectively the soundness of any given agnostic's profession. No longer will the determination of one's agnostic
credibility be left to subiective whim and fancy.
How good an agnostic are you? Take the following test, compare your
answers with those in the answer box below, and find out where you stand
among agnostics and skeptics from across the country. (Deduct 25 points
from your score if you don't know what an agnostic is.) Circle only one
answer.
1. A friend introduces you to a preacher. Your
first impulse would be to
A. Fold your hands.
B. Giggle.
C. Attack the preacher.
D. Attack your friend.
2. A Christian is disrupting your biology class
attempting to explain everything by means of

a

supfeme being. You would most likely
refute him by saying
A. "Sure, and people used to think the earth
was flat too."

B. "Preach it to 'em brother!"
C. "While we're at it, why don't we discuss
how many angels can dance on the head

of a pin?"

D. "This esoteric casuistry is empirically un-

tenable and blatantly noncognitive"'
3. Billy Graham is
A. The inventor of the telePhone'
B. A brand of peanut butter.
C. Outtasite.
D. Dieting.

Reprinted b.y perrnission./iolr IIIS, student ntagazine qf'Inter-Varsit.v Christian Fellowship,

14
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ç) 1975.
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are being approached by a toothygrinned Bible-toting stranger. The proper

4. You

thing to do would be

A. To run.
B. To pray.
C. To act deaf and dumb.
D. To take a deep breath, smile nonchalantly,
and say, "l appreciate your concefn for my

eternal welfare, and I fully realize that I
should consider the validity of your claims.
Unfortunately a tidal wave is expected to
cover my house in 25 minutes. So if you'll
excuse me I must run."

5.

What do Bertrand Russell, Friedrich
Nietzsche, and Pat Boone have in common?
A. Capped teeth.
B. lt all depends on what you mean by "common,tt
C. Both (A) and (C).
D. I don't get it.

A. Turning up the stereo full blast.
B. Taking a cold shower.
C. Reading a science fiction story.
D. Crying.

8. Somebody asks you if you have ever heard of
the four spiritual laws. You would reply
A. "Sufe, I've got all their albums."
B. "Four? My Mom must know at least two
thousand!"
."
C. "No, but if you hum a few bars
D. "l appreciate your concern for my eternal
welfare, and I fully realize that I should
consider the validity of your claims. Unfortunately ."
9. A Christian claims that you have no basis for
declaring some things to be good and right
and others to be wrong and bad. You would

answer by
A. Punching him in the nose.
B. Admitting unashamedly

6. The most difficult problem for the professing
agnostic to come to grips with is
A. The fact-value dichotomy.
B. lndirectly observable phenomena.
C. A good explanation for how things get
meaning.
D. Coming up

with a believable excuse for
not going to church with the family.
7. lt is late at night, completely silent but for the
tick, tick, tick of the bedroom clock. You are
depressed, lonely, and trying to get some
sleep. Your mind is swimming with fears of

how empty and meaningless existence

seems to be. The same questions keep battering you. Why are you here? ls there a teason ? ln
prescribe

such a situation you would

that he is right,

but also mentioning that you think it rude

of him to bring it up.

C. Asking him "Just what is reality?"
D. Claiming that you do have a solid founda-

tion for moral statements. lf it's fine with
Johnny Carson then it must be okay for
the rest of us.

1O. There is no God because
A. My mommy said so.
B. My teacher said so.
C. The scientists have proven that he doesn't

exist.
D.

I

can

get along very well without

him,

thank you.

ANSWERS: Give yourself zero points for every quest¡on you answered
(A), five points for every (B), ten points for every (C), fifteen points for every (D), and twenty-five points for every question you refused to answer.
Add up the total, and see where you rank on the following scale.

o-20
21-40
41-60
61-80
81 -100
101-120
121 -140
141-160
161-180
181-200
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Fanatic
Holy Roller
Pietist
Goody goody
Whited sepulcher
Neither hot nor cold
Nonconformist
Freethinker
lnfidel
True Agnostic
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The Church of lhe
Normon
Sunbell Boom
By

L, Porks

qnd the Crisis of AuthoritY

Crisis is a phenomenon of dynamism; a dead church ex-

periences none. The "mainline" Church of Christ is
dynamic, aggressive, and expansive, but as it spreads
through the Sunbelt suburbia, it is beginning to experience
a twofold crisis of authority, with respect to both its
legalistic theology and its governance.
The roots of the crisis must be sought in the amazing
transformation of the church within four decades from a
rural, populist body with a strong Isaian "remnant" consciousness and a persecution complex into a conlident,
middle-class movement thoroughly at home in the secular
culture of a booming region. Our newly found religious
behavior arises lrom the lact that today we are predominantly a people of the Sunbelt. It stretches in a great crescent from California's Bay area through Los Angeles,
Phoenix, and Houston to New Orleans, Jacksonville, and
Norfolk and back through Nashville and Oklahoma City.
Stimulated enormously by the impact of two major wars,
this great arc is being transformed economically and
socially by billions upon billions of dollars of delense
money poured into it. This great stream re-emerges to
build the handsome Church of Christ edilices seen on every hancl, expand the campuses of Christian colleges and
universities, and, directly or indirectly, provide the bank
accounts of our growing prolessional and business classes'
Psychologically and morally our people were well prepared to lit into the new Sunbelt environment. We and the
evangelicals dominate the new, raw suburbs, in the process
leaving behind the older, stable denominations. While
these churches struggle merely to hold the line with their
shrinking clergy, we and the evangelical churches witness a
steaclily growing stream of youth who are seeking religious
careers. Hard-working, God-fearing, and on-the-make in
the new southern plants, offìces, service industries, and
professions, it is not surprising that such a people should
react conservatively as a success group.

In politics this reaction has included a mounting
hostility toward federal wellare measures and social concerns, and an overwhelming surge into the Republican party. The Sunbelt business establishment has come to look

with favor on the church

because

ol its intense individual-

l)r. Norntan Porks has retired (1v,ice).li'om leachine ¡tolitit'at
science at Middle Tenne.ssee Slate Universitv.
ró
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ism, its anti-unionism, and its conservative biblicism,
which is seen as also meaning strict construction in politics
ancl economics. This has carried its rewards in terms ol

millions pumped into Harding, Abilene, and Pepperdine,
producing for the latter, in the glowing exultance of the
Firm Foundalion, "the most beautiful campus in the
world."
Ol first importance is that our response to the uncertainties ol a technological society has been, not to reject
technology as a threat to our traditional values, but to marry technology to our inerrant religion as a means of
preserving them. The cue to this frame of mind lies in the
fact that while our Christian colleges give only secondary
emphasis to the liberal arts and social sciences, they are

building impressive departments of communications,
sciences, and management. Management teams lrom
Harding and Oklahoma Christian have been regularly
carrying off trophies in competition with the largest
universities. Experts in the use ol the mass media and the
utilization of power, we do not hesitate to bend government to our purposes, as in the case of "Genesis bills" lobbiecl successfully through the legislature and tax aid to
church colleges, which ACU spearheaded through the
Texas legislature, and which Freed-Hardeman and
Lipscomb backed in Tennessee.

tn,,

church of the bi-centennial'era is a far cry from the
defensive, pacifist church of my youth. Unable to protect
its young men from the harsh draft laws of World War I,
my small rural church sent eleven to war with a plea for
non-combatant service (among them my brother, who
died as a non-combatant in Germany). In the'20s, I taught

college which has been florced to close
of its pacilìst stance, whose president was beaten
up on the town square, and some of whose students died
in prison or were threatened with fìring squads. The
passive'attitude toward government and the sense ol
detachment from the world began to wither in the Great
Depression, when the church's farmers were rescued by
the AAA, its youth employed by the CCC or educated by
the NYA, homes saved by the HOLC, savings insured,

in a Christian
because

and commerce and production stabilized by credit and the
Blue Eagle laws.
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But it was in World War II and the postwar southern
boom that the Church of Christ lost its long-felt alienation
and embraced the "American civil religion." Its members
poured into the civic clubs and its children into the best
colleges and graduate schools. The few of its youth who
sought to take advantage of the reasonable conscientious
objector legislation looked to agencie's other than the
church lor support. Church bulletins gave Godspeed to
their young men headed to Vietnam to burn down the
miserable peasants' "hooches," and the pulpit remained
silent on the evils of this horrible war. Christian colleges
recruited generals and one college began to award ROTC
commissions.

ogically our churches came to reflect structurally our
middle-class status and our addiction to the business ethic.
The typical congregation is a power structure, modeled
after the corporation. At its apex stands the hired pastor,
corresponding to the president of a company. Beneath him
is the board of elders, acting en cqmera and corresponding
to the corporate board of directors. Beneath them are the
deacons, resembling markedly the junior corporate officers. At the bottom are the pew sitters, who, like the cor-

porate stockholders, have little

or no voice in the en-

terprise.

Though this hierarchical power structure is not biblical
in origin, allauthority and decision-making power in matters of orthodoxy and program are claimed for the board
to insure effective operation and doctrinal soundness. It is
ironic that the Kingdom of Heaven on earth should be
organized after a secular structure when Jesus repudiated
recourse to power and said that his kingdom "is not of this
world." Coupled with this development is the emergence

of an updated Mosaic

Code as the embodiment of

theology, derived from a highly selective hermeneutics of
"command, example, and necessary inference."

If

taneity lor both sexes, for lreer association, for full participation. It rejects dull uniformity as a barrier to personal
and collective growth, because it is finding pure religion
olfering many mounts to ascend. It wants fewer sermons
and more dialogue. It wants the release of the spiritual po
tential of all members, particularly women. It asks for a religion energized by the passions as well as by the head. It
wants to hear less of law and more of love.
Can the old bottle o[ corporate structure contain this
new wine? It is already flowing out into new lree churches,
new lorms of religious expression, dialogue groups, special
ministries, and new periodicals. Before we reach the bursting limits of legalism, institutionalism, and authoritarianism, there is needed a new vision of church form, one in
keeping with the scriptural approach, and bearing in mind,
as Mission's editor has so wisely pointed out, that "the
only scriptural approach insists that the Scriptures are
made for persons, and not persons lor the Scriptures."
Such a model must be totally non-authoritarian, for all
authority belongs to Christ and he has delegated it to no
set of men. It must be a free, voluntary model, one without coercion or power, for Jesus has said concerning
power, "lt shall not be so among you." It must provide for
the variety of the religious experience, for full action and
interaction, lor open interchange of ideas, for the visible

influence of example.

The new model, therefore, must be egalitarian, not
hierarchical; spherical, not pyramidal. In such a model, the
number of elders would be limited only by the capacity for
growth, but the normal assumption would be that any person of forty who has not reached the stature of an elder
would be regarded as a sad case of arrested growth.
Likewise, the number of deacons would approach the size
of the body, and all of its members would be acclaimed
ministers. As an organism, its growth would be, not by
conversion to a church, but by additions to the body

ol

Christ.

the burgeoning defense industry has temporarily

opened up the Sunbelt suburbs to the dominance of the
Church of Christ and evangelical faiths, it is also generating challenges to the dual authorities of hierarchy and code

in the Church of Christ. In spite of our rigid religious
apartheid, we cannot exist amid thirty million evangelicals
without being affected by them. Our establishment may
shudder at such expressions as "gifts of the Spirit," "salvation by grace," and "unity in the person ofJesus," and vote
against "Born Again Carter." But our middle-class Zion
cannot escape the impact o[ forces at work in the Southland. Secularly, the region is shifting toward the liberal
pole. Its newly franchised black ghettos and its recently
grown white ghettos are to be heard from. Religiously, our
"maids and youths" pose a challenge to our church leadership not unlike those who rose to confound the leadership
of the colonial Wilderness Zion of New England.
There is mounting within the Church of Christ a move¡
ment for a religion which expresses itself in greater sponOCTOBER, I97ó

fleetins as Merlin's gleamf Those who believe that
capitalism and Christianity are so nearly coterminous as to
require the hierarchical model insist that the rule of the
lew is the only alternative to anarchy. Yet the new model
is already attracting the interest ofcorporations, as, lor example, GM's trial factory of 5,000 workers now being run

Cl,

without bosses and with an astonishingly low absentee
record.

It

is a frightening model to those who fear freedom,
and, to the works-oriented mentality, it is an unbelievable
one. But so is salvation by grace to those who embrace the
karma concept of law. It is a model which should arrest the
attention of the leaders of this Sunbelt church threatened
by crisis at two levels of authority. For those who are
catching the vision of The Way as an enveloping fellowship, it is as appealing as the call to the youthful Hercules
of the Ever Blue Mountains of Life. summonins him from

I

the distant horizon.
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I talk to Myself ,
Debate with Myself

,

Ruminate.

with Myself ,
Share intimacies with Myself
Too sacred for the touch
Of mate, mother, or bosom friend.
I counsel

Co[
o

Myself and IWe dialogue endlessly,
Morning, noon and night:
I become Socrates,
Myself Crito;
And as we walk
Myself is often enlightened by I,
Or Iastounded by Myself
.

Now I am David, Myself Jonathan;
Now I am David, Myself Nathan.
I tell Myself things funny, profound;
Trivial, cosmic ; banal, rare.
Myself leads Iinto hovels, Palaces;
Dances, funerals; din, silence.

But I am indiuidual,
I try to tell Myself----entitY;
One cannot hold colloquY.
But neither will be persuaded,
Nor I, Myself , nor Me.

is-

If you ask us how it
Me, Myself, and
We answer with silence.
But one thing we do know:
No mere pronominal distinctions we,
I, Myself , and Me.

I-

Nor is this strange:
The same is also true
Of You, Yourself , and You.

-Robert

t8
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to recovery oi liith. Many a person
has lound the way back to God
through Lewis'Srlprised

b.v Jo.v.

One

is liltecl to the peaks of' conlidence
and shamed by the littleness ol doubt
by the stirring story ol Corrie ten
Boom in The Hiding P/ace. Through

By tubbie Lee Holley
Readers are invited to submit reviews to Mrs.
Holley, at 1508 Ephesus Church Rd., Chapel
Hill, North Carolina 27514.

sullering, doubt, hate, bitterness, she

trust-really trust-the pro
Jesus and dared to clainr
them for hersell and lor others. The
problem ol guilt with which most ol
came to

Last month, in introducing the
book reviewing section for the
months ahead, I tried to convey two
major points: (1) of the making of
books and their dissemination there is

no end, and (2) books make a
dilference in people's lives. The pur-

pose of Mission 's book reviewing
efforts is to lend support to the second point, that books do make a
diflerence in the lives of men and
women, and to shift and sort lrom
the multitude of them, as illustrated
in the first point, those worth the
serious attention of Mission

's readers.

Despite the sometime anti-intellectualism of the Restoration Movement, the leaders of the movement
have been as prolifìc in their publishing as the rest ol the religious worlcl.

Although the locus may olten have
been narrow and less attuned to the
larger world of Christianity, authors
and publishers have presented their
views in ways as varied and dillerent
as the individuals with whom they
have tried to communicate. They,
too; have assumed that books make a

diflerence in the lives ol persons,
both young and old.
This month's article elaborates on
the second point in line with the suggestion that "we review and recommend books because we believe that

they can make a dillerence in the
spiritual lives ol individuals and ol the

church community." Our needs,
though, are varied, and not every
book serves the same purpose lor
everyone. Yet there are "rich choices
to satisly every interest ancl taste."
First, there are the scholars whose

more specialized and often tedious
studies shed light upon language and
:¡^

It5
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cultures in which the sacred writings
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are rooted. Those who scolf

mises

at

scholarship should be reminded that
without that dedicated company, we
would not have even their King
James, not to speak of those who
have given the Bible to us in contemporary language and often with corrections (maybe mistakes too), made
possible by the light ol new discoveries. I am especially grateful for
those who have kept the "common
touch" and who can lucidly put the

concepts within our grasp-those
such as Elton Trueblood. C.S. [.ewis,
and William Barclay.
Just recently heard Abraham

I

Malherbe give a series ol lectures
(to be published) on the early Chris-

tian churches. He discussed the social

of early
churches, and early Christian
status

Christians, house

literature. How much light his careful
study shed upon much of the New
Testament! Such books as Pat Flarrell's Divorce and Remarriage in the
Early Church and Everett Ferguson's
Early Christians Speak provide highly
readable historical perspectives as
they discuss the practices and writings
of early Christians. John Bright's llie
Kingdorn o.f God, D.M. Baillie's God
Was

in Christ and William

Barclay's

The Mind o.f Christ deal with theologi-

cal matters that concern the very
foundations ol belief. Certainly I am
not suggesting that we must agree
with all we read. Quite to the contrary, we should read critically,
analytically, probingly and prayerfully
but with sincere efforts to understand

of

us wrestle all our lives is addressed so

effectively

in

Paul Tournier's Gail¡

and Grace:
To oller grace only is to cut ofl hall
the Gospel. Grace is fbr the woman

trembling at her guilt. But her

ac-

cusers will be able to lind grace only

by rediscovering for themselves the
shudder ol guilt. On the other
hand, to present only the sternness
of God also cuts off hall the
Gospel. Jesus does not awaken guilt

in order to condemn, but to save,
fbr grace is given to him who humbles himself, and becomes aware of
his guilt.

On the other hand, there are the
practical books that guide us in the

living and doing and being. Those
who doubt their abilities, their usefulness or the validity

will be

of their ministry

by Elizabeth
O'Connor's Call to Commitment, fhe
thrilling story of a church that seeks
to help each person fìnd his special
ministry so that the group becomes
truly a community with the power to
reach out to the world: "with patience
encouraged

the most wonderful things

emerge

lrom even the most unlikely people."
ln The Eighth Day oJ' Creation she
writes more lully and beautifully of
gifts and creativity:"Our gifts are the
signs of our commissioning, the conveyors of our human-divine love, the
receptacles

ol our own transforming,

creative power."

what the writer is saying and the
framework within which he is say-

Reuel Howe's The Creative Years
deals with ways to live in mature faith
and love, the power o[ the personal in

ing it.

human relationships, and the growing

There is a great array of books that

confront the problems

ol faith,

that

r^..ril-.,
.L^ .-..^¡.-.^-¿t-:
puwrltuilÌ r^
rurrllJ .-^,.,^-lì,11.,
LU Ulu uUòtw(Jll.lllness ol Jesus Christ, and that can lead

from insecurity to security to
maturity. An appreciation of our
l------.--:.-.

,-.1 l----.
:- :-:llulllailrl.y dllu
lluw -^tu t:--lrvc lll
rl. ill
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light of the humanity ol Jesus is the
9l

t9

ol

much current religious
literature. What a needed one it is!
theme

robbed himsell

of life's

supreme

Douglas Steere's On L¡sren¡ng to

privilege-friendshiP with God.
It is a comlort to know that others

Another, Alan Paton's For You
Departed, Brother Lawrence's The

extremely relevant. He suggests that
every man is called to meet Jesus
and to unite himself to Jesus within
the framework of that human life

have the same weaknesses as we do
and are able to confess them, make

Practice q/ the Presenc'e q/'God, Iohn

themselves vulnerable to readers,
thus sharing the struggle with them

Baillie's A Diary of Private Prayer,
Marjorie Holme's Wo Am I God?
Anthologies can bring together the

to which Providence has assigned
him. The Holy Spirit is telling us

and giving them hope. I was surprised
to read in For This DaY, a recentlY

good are A Devotionsl Treasury./rom

Christ Is Alive by Michael Quoist

that life

is

today

"punishment";

is not a
it is a gift of love

lrom the Creator.
Paul Tournier's The Meaning of

published devotional book bY J.B.
Phillips, the confession of this great
scholar and preacher:

for

several years

"l

have known

a period of

deeP

Persons and A Place.for You approach
the problem lrom both a psychologi-

darkness which is nowadaYs known

cal and a spiritual viewpoint. Jim

sion'

Reynolds' Secrets of Eden is a timely
study of human sexuality for an age
such as this.

ther books in the same
category urge us to fuller dedication
and the personal and corporate involvement that will enable the church
to be a saving and serving force in the

world: Langdon Gilkey's How the
Church Can Minister to the W'orld
Without Losing ltself, Georgia Harkness' Ir¡e Ministry oJ' Reconciliation,

Elton Trueblood's The Company

oJ'

the Committed.

Sometimes a person's life can be
changed dramatically through reading. His whole course of life can be redirected. It was so when, as a young
college student, I was given Harry
Emerson Fosdick's The Meaning of
Prayer. Despite the criticisms, I am
sure that only a man who had known
a deep and personal relationship with
his God could have written with such

feeling and insight into the life ol
prayer. I was afraid to read it at first;

but when I did, I knew tor the first
time that prayer was more than the
same old words said by the same old

men every Sunday in worship, or a
ritual by a sickbed or coffìn.
Prayer is a privilege;like friendship
and family love and laughter, great
books, great music, and great art,

is one

ol

it

life's opportunities to be

grasped thanklully and used gladly.

The man who misses the

deep

meanings of prayer has not so
much relused an obligation; he has

20

92

by the technical term 'dePres-

.

. In such blackness, all usual
appreciation ol beauty, love and goodness disappears and with it a sense of
the living personal God."
Phillips goes on to say that, even so'
his convictions about God remain

best lrom many writers. Especially

the Early Church, compiled by
Georgia Harkness; Early Christian
Prayers, edited by A. Hamman and A
Comfort, edited by Elizabeth
In such writings we often
find the remembered phrases that
later "flash upon the inward eye"
when most needed or for a moment
o[quiet contemplation in the midst of
frantic activity.
Book

o.f'

Goudge.

Anyone can begin

at the

place

where he gives as much of his life
as he can to as much of Christ as he

unshaken. Further, he Pleads for
understarlding of those who know

and despair." He takes comfort in

understands (Samuel Shoemaker,
With the Holy Spirit and With Fire).
We are to minister to one another.
We are to activate the Christ that is

remembering "that such black depression, such utter desolation, fell upon

Prayer Is a Hunger\.

such despair: "these men and women
are going through a hell of darkness

in

each

of us (Edward Farrell,

the sinless Son of God."

Yet, there is woven throughout
Phillips' meditations the themes of
joy and peace in Jesus Christ. That
kind of steadlastness is uplifting, and
we are reassured that though evil and

darkness sometimes seem to
triumph, love is more Powerful
because love triumphed in Jesus and
he promised us the victorY.

Finally, there are those beautiful
books that are food lor the soul,

manna for the inner life. They speak a
heart language, hang the ornaments
on what might otherwise be drab and
colorless days, take us to the mountaintops and give us heaven lor a mo

ment. Amorig these, of course, are
the great devotional classics and
biographies of the men and women of
God. Through them, the authors,
with f-inely-honed sensitivities, break
alabaster boxes, quicken our spirits
and leacl us into the very presence of
God. There are so manY; almost
everyone has a favorite. My list would
include these: James Kavanaugh's
tÀ/:tt
V^,,
D- Itt t I F'.;-",11
trlizohplh
ll ¡lI
I l'll
D(
^í,, t t\ tttt.
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last thought:

It

is

not always or even preferably in isolation that books make a difference.

They are meeting places between
friends-a solid and meaninglul basis
for sharing, lor hammering out
beliefs, for wrestling with problems
and fìnding solutions together, for activating the Christ in each other. The
value is increased "when you can say,

'l

loved it. You willtoo.' "
A lriend phoned long distance recently just to say, "You must read

Hannah Hurnard's Hinds' Feel on
High Places. I thought of you."
Another writes, "l can't remember

when I've been so touched,

so

warmed It was a delightlut
book It blessed me . You
knew

I

needed

that! And I think it

has helped me take a tiny step lorward." A "sharing of the Circle"!
"Perhaps a book can help us with

the long hard matter ol growing
up" . into Christ-just a littlerrrdJUU.

O'Connor's Siarch ./'or Silence,

!
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humanistic naturalist

Politics" (July 1976) by Gerald Tilfìn not
only approaches the non-biblical (scant
scripture allusion), but is based on the
popular misconception that a vital, if not
primary, mission ol Jesus and his disciples is to make ol this a better world. On
the contrary, his mission was to "over-

come the world" (John 16:33; I John
4:4-6:5:4-5). The "god of' this world" (2
Cor. 4:4) must be deposed (2 Thess. 2:8)
at the coming ol the Lord (Rev. 20:10)
belore we can experience the glories ol
the "new heavens and new earth" (2 Pet.
3:13).
Jesus was certainly confronted with the
fäct that "sin exists in society." Yet he did
not choose to jump on the band wagon of'
a " Palestinian Clean-up Campaign"
although he could have had the support ol
a great constituency (Luke l2:14; John

l2:12-19).

Admittedly, the human body loves the
creature comfbrts derived lrom economic
security in a "great society," but is this not
the carnal nature of'man speaking? Shall
we continue to ignore Paul's injunction
to "sulfer hardship . as a good soldier
of'Jesus Christ" and to avoid civilian entanglenlents (2 Tim.2:3-4) and
debauches (2 Tim. 3:l-5; Matt. 7:6)?

In
home

insisting that "this world ¡s our

. ."

have we not completely

abandoned the pilgrim concept held by
Abraham and other heroes ol laith who
"looked fbr a city . whose br-rilder and
maker is God? " Do we no longer consider
ourselves "strangers and exiles on the
earth"? (t{eb. l1:10-13 RSV).

In his

rebuke

ol

Christians as they

"piously wait lor heaven," Brother Tillin

condemns almost verbatim what is
specilìcally enjoined by the apostle; i.e.,
". lives ol holiness ancl godliness
waiting fbr anrl hastening the coming ol

of'God

. But according to his
promise we wait fbr new heavens and a
new earth in which righteousness dwells"
the day

(2 Pet. 3:l I -l 3).
The entire article is a masterf ul application of'Campbellian "civil religion millennialism" (Mission, June 1976), containing portions which coulcl not have been
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them? Are they involved with the CIA?

,

I

better said by even the most astute

esus and the World

The article "Christian Faith

";SË

(Ancl that question about the CIA can be
asked about a number ol mission posts,
especially in Central and South America.

Africa, and Southeast Asia; let's
lìow exactly are they involved?

A. Hr.JG', GneHev

Woodhall's piece does provide inlorma-

Dallas, Texas

tion I have not seen anywhere else. and it
discusses some aspects ol missions
seldom seen in our journals (or anyone
else's). I will look fbr more from him.

A Greater Debate

I have just received worcl ol' a clebate
even more signilicant than Brother Warren's "Debate of the Century" with Pro
lessor Flew on the existence ol God [in
Denton, Sept. 24--ed.l. It seems that
there was a god who believed in the existence of people, and another who did not
believe. The peopleist god believe<1 in peo

ple because lronr his youth he had been
taught that according to ancient tradition,
a god went làr away to earth and became,
lor awhile, a person. The apeopleist god
did not believe in this ancient story; he
didn't believe much ol anything (and was
kinda boring).
One day the peopleist god got ied up
with the apeopleist god teaching the
youth-gods that there was no evidence fbr
the existence ol people fir down on earth.
To settle the issue once a¡rd lor all, he
challenged the apeopleist to a public
debate.

Young and old gods came fronr all over
the universe ancl stayed at the Ramada
Inn for the three clays. The peopleist gocl
and the apeopleist god clicl an excellent job
in del'ense ol their laith. Privato cliscussions lasted late into the night; everyone
had a very sweet ancl civil spirit.

Meanwhile, lar clown on earth, wars
ragecl, children starved, ancl people stole
things f'rom each other. The gocls continued to talk about the excitentent of'the
great debate. The two star gods becante
quite fanrous arouncl the universe but Llntil this day, they don't really know il'peo

ple exist lìrr, fìrr away, down on planet
ear1h.

A. Rl.¡tll'n
Memphis, Tenn.

DON FIAYMËS

Memphis, Tenn.

treedom Only for the Free?
I cannot believe what I am hearing in
Dallas-"Let Freedom Ring." What is
wrong with letting Christ ring? Who
came up with the slogan Alvin Jennings
popularized with his bumper stinkers?
(s¿')
( annot ('hrist ring in communism, in
socialism, in poverty? There are 80,000
rel-ugees in Indochina crying fbr sponsors.
Most of' these are in "concentration"
camps in Thailand. The U.S. is agreeable
to taking anywhere lrom 8,000 to I 1,000
ol' these people i/ sponsors can be fbund
fbr them. None of'the voluntary agencies

I

to, nor the Indochina
in Washington, nor the

have talked

Clearinghouse

llEW task fbrce, reports any voluntary
sponsors. The congregation I attencl
rel'usecl to sponsor anyone. (Or more accurately, the elders.) They rlid not desire
even to provide ntuch needed literature
fbr the relugees already here. I can think
of' no better way ol' evangelizing than to
take some of'these people in. Do we really

think we have any mission?
Ilut how can I expect us to go to Burma
or Botswana or Russia or China il we will
not even care f'or oui own? Max Hastings, the Ilritish newspaper reporter, said
th¿rt we hlrve ln "unspoken. unanimorrs
American conspiracy to fbrget that Inclochina ever exis1ed." Well. it is still
there.

Ancl we are here.

Tell Us More
Chester Wooclhall's reportage on
Rhodesia (July 1976) was excellent-ancl
lar too brieMt is a rare piece, because
nrost present itncl l'ornrer missionirries arc
only too happy to sweep the scanricr sicle
ol "missions" r"rncler the rLrg. Wooclhall
needs to tell us nrore. if'he can: v,ho aÍe
the " Restorntion i\4ovenlent nlission-

aries

ask.)

linding conlmon cause with

A. BRYAN
Ducanville, Tex.

JI,RRY

Wast'Thou"We'?
ln reference to my article "The Church
and Modern Group Concepts," I appreciate David C. Foyt's comment on the
misuse ol terminology in stating Martin
Buber's concept ol I and Thou (Mission,
August 1976). Rather than "Thou" the
term should have been the "essential
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We." Br"rber tioes make the point that the
"essential We" only comes about when lrrdependent people have conte together in

and other nragazines both erotic

Porno Article Disturbing
The interview with Neil Gallagher on
porno (August 1976) was pure right-wing

it raised many more
it answerecl. Mr.

essential relation ancl directiveness Isee

propagancla, and

Maurice Friedman, "Dialogue and the
'Essential We,' the Basic Values," in

questions than

pletely misinterpreted my original intent.

Gallagher's desire to fbrce his delinitions
of' right and wrong on a pluralistic, lree
society is disturbing. What gives him the
right to tell a person what he or she can
see or purchase? And il-it is macle illegal,
does that really suppress it?
In the second paragraph, he describes
(quite graphically) some
the worst

Rather than trying to "force religious

cases

doctrine into the Procrustean bed ol sonle

abuse and blatantly sacrilegious material.
The reader could be led to believe lhal all
explicit sexual material is ol this nature.
My wile and I, and other Christian couples we know, consider explicit sexual
literature and movies to be a genuine aid
in our marital relationships, being both
educational and stimulating. We lind the
high quality photography in Penthouse

Rosenbaum and Berger (ed.)'. Group Psychotherapy and Group ftrtclior (New

York: Basic llooks, 19631. This would appear to be similar to the psychological
theories concerning identity.

Unlortunately,

Mr. Foyt has com-

particular psychological theory or
therapeutic technique," I have tried to indicate the scriptural truths that have been
"rediscovered" by the behavioral sciences.
The concept ol identity is as preeminent
in the Scriptures as it is in Erikson.

D¡N G. Bt-,lzen Il
Durham, No. Carolina

(If

You Lihed

of

ol
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ience."

Columnist loseph Kraft, "an occasional critic" of
Carter, views the governor as "religiously dedicated
to the greater glorification of himself. I doubt that
anybody really knows where he stands."
Jimmy Carter is a very ser¡ous man. His speeches
are not punctuated with humor. Despite the now
universally famous toothy smile, the candidate does
not laugh much.
ln a Los Angeles fimes interview, television comedian Johnny Carson analyzed Carter's humor along
with Richard Nixon's and Cerald Ford's.
"Let's face it," Carson said, "Richard Nixon was a
humorless man. Then Jerry Ford came along and
started bumping his head."
"Now Carter is almost a caricature, but in a way
think he's humorless, too, basically. Not that you
want the President to be Henny Youngman. But with
Carter once you get past the teeth and the smiling
and the sixth peanut joke, you're pretty much out of
I

b u sin

ess."
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Thanks for Bobbie Lee
Hooray lor Bobbie Lee llolley's new
position as book review editor! Without
even finishing the rest of the issue, I must
take time to thank you lor this. Her lirst
article is so like her. I lelt as il I'd had a little visit with her. I love her so as a sister
in the Lord. She has touched my lile all

too briefìy

in

many ways-but

now,

thanks to Mission, I can have a visit with
her every month, plus get her valuable advice on good books to enrich my spiritual
pilgrimage. Many thanksl
Mns. LINon KEI-I-Y
Chattanooga, Tenn.

Nixon<ontinued from p. 8)

said he anticipated an adverse reaction from the
Legion convention, prompting one wire service reporter to write that the candidate "appeared to be
consciously courting the image of a bold dissenter
carrying an unpopular message to a hostile aud

and

beautiful, and not at all obscene. We like
sex, ctnd we like "porno," and we see no
contracliction between that sentiment and
our commitment to Christ.

Criticizing a man for an apparent lack of humor
may be viewed as petty by some, but humor and an
ability to laugh at one's self can help achieve a certain mental and emotional balance The Presiclent of
the United States certainly needs a sense of balance.

will surely infuriate anyone who

has ac-

cepted iimmy Carter's plea to "trust me." Those who
feel that Carter's Christian faith is reason enough to
support him will reiect the skepticism offered here
concerning his moral stature.
But this writer remains unconvinced that Jimmy
Carter will "never tell a lie" and unconvinced that he
can provide the nation with the courageous, farsighted and honest leadership it needs.
Carter possesses a tremendous self confidence
that has taken him from Plains, Georgia to the brink
of the Presidency. However, he also possesses a Sreat
capacity for self-righteousness and an apparently
Calvinistic view of man and society.
It is tempting to believe Carter's pledges to riSht all
the wrongs in American society; to take a broom to
Washington; to restore trust in Sovernment; to heal
the wounds of division among races and ages and income groups.

But Richard Nixon's claims that he would "end

permissiveness" and "bring us together" still echo
from the recent past. The danger is that just when we

feel that Watergate and Nixon and Vietnam and
student dissent and racial violence are behind
us an apathetic public may again elect a morally
mediocre man who hasrl't really let us know or
understand him.
We are asked to trust. But some of us prefer clear,
forthright statements of conviction and intention
uncltittered with p¡etv and pulpit rhetoric.
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CURR€N
F-aith as pilgrimage is a biblical model of wide use, but
serious abuse, these days. Pilgrimage should aptly describe
the movement of those dissatisfied with stifling tradition,

the adventure of those ready to move forward in the adventure of the Christ life. Instead, it too often merely de
scribes those whose adventurous spirit stops with the
debunking of false directions, but does nothing to raise
signs pointing to a surer way.
To ask a person dissatisfied with "the institutional
church" (or any number of other key phrases) "Where are
you on your pilgrimage? " is frequently to be treated not to
the story of a pilgrimage but only of an aimless drift. What
began as a heady (and healthy) departure from the beaten
path has frequently ended in the wrecking yard of despair,

unbelief, undisciplined lifestyles, broken lives, and immobility.

In the

biblical mode, pilgrims certainly leave Egypt.
They are not interested in "Restoration" if that merely
means going back to the last stop-namely the fleshpots of
Egypt. Neither are they, at their better moments, merely
wandering-they assign themselves to that fate only when
they fail to trust the One who would lead them o¡r, instead

ofaround in circles. They are notjust interested in destroying cities; they simply seek one with foundations, whose
builder and maker is God.
And this presumption that God-not the great Question
Mark in the sky-is at the end of the quest marks the
ocToBER. 197ó

PIIGRIMS: ON MOVINC ON

difference between a modern drifter and a true pilgrim.
The pilgrim, in the words of Janie B. Cheaney, senses that
he is "at the rim of a memory" ('A Recollection," Mission,
September 197 6). His restlessness and dissatisfaction with

the status quo is not because he lusts for rootlessness.
Quite the opposite: he is possessed of a haunting memory
ol home, and, with Augustine, his heart will be restless until there it finds its rest.
This presumption of God certainly does not suppress
questions or silence prophets. It was the biblical pilgrim
people who produced a Job, shaking his fist at a God
whose justice he dared to question. It was a people ol a free
spirit who preserved in their canon the ravings of the
prophets who called into question the people's own comfortable, but damnable, interpretation of the covenant.
But through it all, there was the covenant; and there was
the people. In the Bible, pilgrimages are made by those
who are open to fellow travelers. God makes, through the
desert, a way large enough at least for a remnant-not an
obscure path discernible only to an isolated, lonely
wayfarer.
And it is to such courageous pilgrims that the God of
the exodus oflers hope. Pharaoh believes "they are entangled in the land," and that "the wilderness has shut
them in" (Exodus l4). But Pharaoh is fooled. Pilgrim peo
ple can hear a larger Voice: "Fear not, stand
. the

lord will fight for

you

firm

. go.forward."
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US--More than 5,000 people each night wiËnessed the four-night
de¡ate on tlte existence of God between Dr. Anthony G. N. Flew and Dr. Thomas
B. !,larren in Denton, Texas, in September. Mostly members of the Church of
Christ, the crowd came from as f.ar away as Florida. Observers seemed as
frustrated as l,rlarren by the lack of an organLzed argtrment by F1ew, a widely
recognized atheistic philosopher. The debates \dere sponsored by DAWN, a
studãnt organLzation at North Texas State UniversiLy, and Texas Womanrs
University in conjunction with the University Church of Christ in Denton.
Tapes of the debate are available from DAI^IN. ...
AMONG

Dr. M. Norvel Young has returned to wörk full-time with Pepperdine
University, as chancellor-on-leave and consultant to the president. In
addition he will continue work on his research paper on executive pressures
and alcoholism.

RELIGION INIEREST UP--A

recent Gallup poll indicates that declines in

relig@''ainterestwhichbeganinthe'60shaveapparent1y
subsided. It also found that two facets of faith have remained constant
since Lg48--94 percent of Americans believe in God and 69 percent believe
in life after death"
IS GOD COLORBLIND?--A black Baptist pastor who is a theology school
deanffichStatementsaS''re1igiciniscolorless''or''Godis
colorblindt' do not help to foster good relations between black and white
churches. The Rev. Paul Nichols said that "God may be colorblind, but nobody else is. We must address ourselves to the realities of human existenceit
He ãeclared, t'Yourve got to deal with my blackness, wiLh my cultural difference. I have a right to be black and I have a right to be different" I
shouldntt have to be the same as you to like you, to worship with yotl"t'

